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The repeatability of findings is the key factor behind scientific reliability, and the failure to reproduce scientific 
findings has been termed the ‘replication crisis’. Geometric morphometrics is an established tool in evolutionary 
biology. However, different operators (and/or different methods) could act as large sources of variation in the data 
obtained. Here, we investigated inter-operator error in geometric morphometric protocols on complex shapes of 
Liolaemus lizards, as well as measurement error in three taxa varying in their difficulty of digitalization. We also 
examined the potential for these protocols to discriminate among complex shapes in closely related species. We 
found a wide range of inter-operator error, contributing between 19.5% and 60% to the total variation. Moreover, 
measurement error increased with the complexity of the quantified shape. All protocols were able to discriminate 
between species, but the use of more landmarks did not imply better performance. We present evidence that complex 
shapes reduce repeatability, highlighting the need to explore different sources of variation that could lead to such 
low repeatability. Lastly, we suggest some recommendations to improve the repeatability and reliability of geometric 
morphometrics results.
ADDITIONAL KEYWORDS:  complex shapes – geometric morphometrics – inter-operator error – measurement 
error – replication crisis.
INTRODUCTION
The so-called ‘replication crisis’ is a hot topic in 
specialized journals of statistics and psychology 
(Loken & Gelman, 2017; Fidler & Wilcox, 2018), but is 
a relatively new field for biologists (Fraser et al., 2018). 
The ‘replication crisis’, in broad sense, is associated 
with the failure to reproduce the results of previous 
studies. However, most researchers rarely attempt to 
replicate results, possibly because—motivated by the 
‘publish or perish’ dogma—most scientific journals 
have explicit policies against publishing replication 
studies (Schmidt, 2009). Non-repeatability leads 
to lack of reliability in scientific findings because 
it compromises our confidence in the generality of 
scientific theories.
Publication bias, questionable research practices 
(QRPs) and over-confidence in null hypothesis 
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significance tests (NHSTs) are known to affect 
repeatability without threatening the generality 
of scientific facts (Fidler & Wilcox, 2018; Shrout & 
Rodgers, 2018). NHSTs and P-value thresholds are 
the current paradigms for research, publication and 
discovery in biological and social sciences (Ioannidis, 
2018; Dushoff et al., 2019). This set of ideas can lead 
to mistakes, and possibly drive publication bias and 
QRPs. Major mistakes include: the dichotomization 
of results into ‘significant’ and ‘non-significant’; the 
focus only on significant results even when they are 
irrelevant (e.g. descriptive statistics); the omission of 
other evidence such as magnitude of effect; several 
misinterpretations of P-values; and the implausibility 
of the null hypothesis when the effects are small, 
because the possibilities of systematic bias and 
variation due to highly variable measurements could 
result in similar small effects (Amrhein et al., 2019; 
McShane et al., 2019).
Measurement error (ME) is uncontrolled variation 
that could aggravate the replication crisis (Loken 
& Gelman, 2017). Given its random nature, ME is 
frequently associated with statistical ‘noise’ around 
true values, and thus if an effect is found in a noisy 
statistical environment, then one might infer that the 
actual effect is very strong (Brakenhoff et al., 2018a). 
However, in these cases, effect size estimates can be 
exaggerated and the outcomes can be biased by poor 
measurements (Loken & Gelman, 2017; Brakenhoff 
et al., 2018b).
Geometric morphometrics is a body of methods 
based on complex mathematics to identify, quantify 
and describe shapes independently of size. In brief, 
three steps are necessary to obtain data from a 
morphometric protocol: (1) digitize images of the objects 
by photography or 3D scanning; (2) place landmarks, 
semilandmarks or outlines in informative positions 
(Bookstein, 1991); and (iii) superimpose these points 
(Dryden & Mardia, 1998). Many studies have soiught 
to help geometric morphometric operators improve 
their analyses (e.g. Kaliontzopoulou, 2011; Viscosi & 
Cardini, 2011; Cardini & Loy, 2013; Cardini, 2016), 
and we have identified 18 400 published papers that 
made use of these methods (based on a brief search 
in Google scholar). However, little is known about 
the sources of variation that could generate spurious 
results (Arnqvist & Martensson, 1998; Rohlf, 2003; 
Cardini & Elton, 2007; Fruciano, 2016).
Fruciano (2016) reviewed common sources of error 
in geometric morphometric studies with an emphasis 
on ME. He included different methods to assess ME, 
and concluded that researchers have to consider 
factors that compromise accurate measurement, such 
as effort invested in digitization of images (Cardini & 
Elton, 2007), specimen quality (Fruciano et al., 2020) 
and maintenance of co-planarity in 3D structure 
(Cardini, 2014). In complex shapes, highly variable 
morphological positions could lead to over-inflation of 
ME due to low-accuracy landmarks (Cummaudo et al., 
2013) or high landmarking bias (von Cramon-Taubadel 
et al., 2007); good treatment of these positions could be 
the cornerstone to increase repeatability in geometric 
morphometrics (Fagertun et al., 2014).
The term ‘complex shapes’ refers to certain 
configurations for which the placement of landmarks is 
not trivial, i.e. the informative morphological positions 
vary drastically among specimens, or the homology 
among points is difficult to establish (e.g. Toma et al. 
2009; Fagertun et al., 2014; Campomanes-Álvarez 
et al., 2015). In this regard, Bookstein (1991) described 
type I, II and III landmarks that scale from most to 
least clarity of the anatomical point. Several authors 
have reported that type III landmarks are clearly 
associated with high ME (von Cramon-Taubadel 
et al., 2007; Barbeito-Andrés et al., 2012). However, 
the analytical procedure in many studies is the same 
for each of these types of landmarks (see, for example, 
von Cramon-Taubadel et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2008; 
Barbeito-Andres et al., 2012), and while this distinction 
has a strong subjective or arbitrary character 
(Slice, 2005), many articles fail to make this point. 
Alternatively, semilandmarks curves and contours are 
more suitable to describe complex shapes because the 
superimposition of these types of descriptors is more 
relaxed than landmark superimposition (Zelditch 
et al., 2012; Gunz & Mitteroecker, 2013). However, no 
measurement technique is error-free.
In lizards, dorsal and lateral views of the head 
are the typical structures analysed using geometric 
morphometrics, as for example in studies of sexual 
dimorphism (Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2007), species 
delimitation (Leaché et al., 2009; Esquerré et al., 
2019) and ecological relationships (Kaliontzopoulou 
et al., 2010). In particular, Patagonian lizards of 
the genus Liolaemus, a highly diverse group with 
at least 277 species (Reptile Database, May 2020), 
have different head-scale configurations, including 
different colour patterns and missing scales between 
and within species, that make digitization difficult. 
In this context, Liolaemus species are good models to 
study the relationship among complex shapes, ME and 
repeatability.
Here, we analyse how digitization of complex shapes 
influences the repeatability of results, ME and species 
differentiation using geometric morphometrics. We 
focus on the following objectives: (1) quantifying 
spurious (herein termed ‘extrinsic’) sources of 
variation, using different geometric morphometric 
methods to quantify complex shapes such as the 
dorsal view of lizards’ head, and discuss the principal 
implications for biological inference; (2) evaluating 
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landmark points (a fly and a plant), and compare 
with lizard head shapes; (3) assessing the potential 
of each geometric morphometric method to describe 
and discriminate among closely related species with 
complex shapes; and (4) integrating the information 
collected in conjunction with the digitalization effort 
(measured as processing time) for each of the methods. 
Given that no technique is error-free, appropriate 
digitalization effort can be another important factor 
within the operational criteria workflow. Finally, 
we advocate the use of a clear and solid statistical 
framework to address these issues.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
ExpErimEntal dEsigns, samplE/data collEction 
and mEthodological approach
The following three approaches were used address the 
three study objectives. First, we analysed different 
inter-operator factors that may affect the repeatability 
of results. To address this, we first made mirror images 
of 25 photographs of male Liolaemus elongatus, and 
then five operators landmarked/outlined each side of 
each image twice; our goal here was to assess among-
operator design. Mirrored images were added in order 
to incorporate one extra source of natural variation: the 
side effect and the interaction with the other sources 
of variation. Second, we then estimated ME across 
three very different taxa: the lizard L. elongatus, 
the fly Drosophila buzzatii (Vrdoljak et al., 2019) 
and the grape Vitis riparia (data available at https://
dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/VitisLeafVariation; 
Klein et al., 2017). In this case, each of 25 photographs 
was landmarked/outlined in quadruplicate and 
analysed for each taxon separately; this second goal 
was to assess across-taxon design. We do not consider 
the digitized structures of these last two taxa as 
complex shapes because they have very simple, high-
quality tested and well-established sites to place 
landmarks (Klingenberg, 2009; Klein et al., 2017). 
Third, we assessed the potential of each morphometric 
configuration (described below as protocols) to 
differentiate among similar complex shapes. Here, we 
sampled 25 males of three closely related Liolaemus 
lizards (L. elongatus, L. shitan and L. choique; Medina 
et al., 2018) with several morphological similarities 
and then landmarked/outlined; our goal here was to 
assess related-species design (details of specimen’s 
voucher numbers, collection locality and other data 
are given in the Supporting Information, Appendix 
S1).
We took dorsal photographs of the head of each 
specimen using a Canon 1000D camera mounted on 
a fixed tripod. For flies, we removed the left wing, 
mounted them on slides with DPX and photographed 
them at 40× magnification using a digital camera 
attached to a microscope (Nikon E200). To characterize 
the shape, we placed landmarks in four different 
configurations using TpsDIG 2.31 (Rohlf, 2015). 
Shape variation was estimated using a generalized 
Procrustes analysis (Zelditch et al., 2012) with sliding 
of semilandmarks performed by minimizing the 
Procrustes distance. We then used principal component 
analyses to summarize the shape information in 
uncorrelated form. We employed another approach to 
quantify shape variation based on elliptical Fourier 
descriptors (Kuhl & Giardina, 1982). Outlines from 
digital images were used to obtain Fourier coefficients 
for a polynomial function of the 9th degree for lizards 
and flies and the 12th degree for plants, normalized for 
size, rotation and starting point (directly on the matrix 
of coefficients). We then built a variance–covariance 
matrix that was used as input in a principal component 
analysis. Morphometric analyses were performed with 
the packages Momocs (Bonhomme et al., 2014) and 
geomorph (Adams et al., 2018), implemented in the R 
statistical software (R Core Team, 2019).
For each of the three designs, we developed five 
morphometric protocols. First, we used two landmark-
only protocols with six and ten landmarks for lizards 
and leaves and ten and 15 landmarks for flies (P-L and 
F-L protocols for partial-landmark and full-landmark, 
respectively). We then used two semilandmark 
protocols (Gunz & Mitteroecker, 2013), both starting 
from the same P-L configuration, with one and two 
curves (P-S and F-S protocols for partial-semilandmark 
and full-semilandmark, respectively). Note that the 
partial protocols (P-L and P-S) are nested within the 
full protocols (F-L and F-S). Lastly, we used a contour 
protocol based on Fourier descriptors, a novelty in 
herpetological research.
We examined one-side morphologies except in 
the cases of lizard contours in the across-taxon and 
related-species designs, where the whole pineal 
scale was used, while in the among-operator design, 
half of a pineal scale and whole parietal scale were 
outlined (see Supporting Information, Appendix S2 for 
details of contours, and landmark and semilandmark 
configurations; also see Carreira et al., 2008; 
Klingenberg, 2009; Klein et al., 2017).
To implement the among-operators design, the 
order of the five protocols was randomly selected 
for each operator. Also, in order to represent the 
greatest possible variation in ME, operators with 
different degree of knowledge about morphometric 
techniques were chosen. For the remaining two 
designs (across-taxa and related-species), only one 
of the operators performed all five protocols. Finally, 
we randomly choose ten specimens from each taxon 
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modEls and statistical analysEs
For among-operator design, we used hierarchical 
models to estimate seven variance effects: (1) 
specimen variation, (2) operator variation, (3) ME 
(i.e. intra-operator error), (4) specimen*operator, 
(5) specimen*side, (6) operator*side and (7) 
specimen*operator*side variation. Specimen and 
specimen*side variation (the latter known as 
fluctuation asymmetry) are two intrinsically natural 
sources of variation (intrinsic variation), while 
the remaining five variance effects are influenced 
by operator error, biased measurement and the 
consistency of these (extrinsic variation, composed 
of ME and inter-operator error). As a result of this 
model, we evaluated different factors affecting the 
repeatability (operator and operator interaction 
effects), and thus the reliability of the measurement 
technique in a relative manner with intrinsic variation. 
For across-taxon design, to accurately evaluate ME of 
the five protocols among taxa, we used hierarchical 
models that included only specimen variance and ME 
(i.e. each taxon was analysed separately). In this sense, 
each protocol was applied to grape leaves, fly wings 
and lizard heads by one operator. For related-species 
design, we analysed the effects of morphological 
differences among species (details of the models are 
given in Supporting Information, Appendix S3).
Because the placement of more points implies 
more processing time, we used a linear regression to 
assess the relationship between processing time and 
centroid size. Centroid size is more suitable to explain 
processing time than the simple sum of landmark and 
semilandmark points, because by definition it is a good 
proxy of the number of points (the square root of the 
sum of the squared distances of each landmark to the 
centroid configuration; Dryden & Mardia, 1998), and 
given that the scale of the images was fixed for each 
protocol, the operators would probably spend more 
time in mouse displacement using large than small 
sizes with an equal number of points.
For all the designs we employed the first principal 
component (PC) axes that explain at least 60% of the 
total variation to perform statistical analyses (reason 
3 below explains the selected percentage). The single 
exception was for the related-species design where 
we explored the minimal number of PC axes needed 
to differentiate among species. We also investigated 
the remaining PC axes in search of morphological 
changes associated with our explanatory effects, but 
we found no such changes. Some authors criticize the 
use of single PC axes to perform statistical analyses, 
rather than the entire dataset, for Procrustes ANOVA 
(Fruciano et al., 2020). However, in the context of 
this study, we made this decision for three important 
interrelated reasons: (1) to incorporate uncorrelated 
variables in a Bayesian statistical framework (see 
below); (2) to analyse which morphological changes are 
more related to measurement or inter-operator error; 
and (3)to explain more than half of the total variation, 
reducing dimensionality (from eight to three or from 
48 to four axes), thus contributing to the avoidance 
of overfitting. We know that our methods are not the 
most common, but they are no less valid and rest on 
a solid statistical framework for analysis of random 
variation (Ellison, 2004; Zimova et al., 2016).
The models were fitted within a Bayesian framework 
that eased implementation of variance components 
and its uncertainty. Posterior distributions of 
parameters were estimated using three independent 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs for 100 000 
iterations and 20% burn-in, each implemented in JAGS 
4.3.0 (Plummer, 2003) using the R packages jagsUI 
(Kellner, 2018) and rjags (Plummer & Stukalov, 2018). 
The observations were centred and standardized to 
reduce autocorrelation of chains (Kruschke, 2014). 
Convergence was assessed using Gelman and Rubin 
Ȓ statistics (if converged, Ȓ < 1.1; Gelman & Rubin, 
1992), and by visual inspection of trace plots (all 
fitted data converged successfully). We used weakly 
informative prior distributions to include small 
amounts of information on each parameter and hyper-
parameter, and to avoid meaningless values (Gelman 
et al., 2013; McElreath, 2018). Finally, despite using 
the same analytical procedure, we denoted differences 
between two samples of the response variable as the 
standardized difference, whereas we reserved effect 
size to the posterior distribution of the standardized 
differences (Maxwell et al., 2015; analysed according 
to Hedges & Olkin, 1985) and reported the mean of the 
posterior distribution (hereafter posterior mean) and 
high posterior density interval (HPD; Hyndman, 1996) 
using the R package coda (Plummer et al., 2006).
RESULTS
among-opErator dEsign
We found extrinsic variation in all five protocols when 
considering the first PC that explains the greatest 
morphological variation (Fig. 1). The contour protocol 
had the best performance in terms of highest sources 
of intrinsic variation and smallest sources of extrinsic 
variation, whereas all other protocols showed a trade-
off among different sources of variation. In this sense, 
both partial protocols showed the highest levels of 
operator variation, and explained very similar levels 
of intrinsic variation with a greater uncertainty 
in the P-S protocol. Full protocols explained more 
intrinsic variation than partial protocols, but the 
F-S protocol captured more extrinsic variation than 
the F-L protocol. Moreover, we found high levels 
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due to a systematically erroneous placement of two 
landmarks by some operators on some specimens 
(Supporting Information, Fig. S1a), thus highlighting 
the existence of measurement bias.
Inter-operator error was always greater than ME for 
all protocols (see PC1 in Fig. 2). More than half of the 
total variation was explained by inter-operator error 
in the P-L protocol (56.7%), closely followed by F-L 
and P-S with almost half of the total variation (48% 
and 47.7%, respectively). In contrast, inter-operator 
error contributed to 30.4% of the mean variation to 
the whole model in F-S, and remarkably less in the 
contour protocol (19.6%). Nevertheless, ME explained 
more than negligible variation in all protocols. P-S 
expressed noticeably greater variation of ME (19.5%) 
than the contour protocol (9.5%), whereas P-L, F-L, 
and F-S showed similar variation (14.4, 12.4 and 
14.2%, respectively).
Given all PCs analysed, the contour protocol 
maintained lowest mean values of extrinsic variation 
(Fig. 2). More than 60% of the total variation was 
explained by extrinsic factors in the first three PCs 
Figure 1. Posterior mean and highest posterior density interval (HPD) of 90% (bold line) and 95% (thin line) for each 
source of variation of the first principal component: sp, specimen; side, side; op, operator; error, measurement error. 
*Interaction between sources of variation. Protocols: P-S, partial-semilandmark; F-S, full-semilandmarks; C, contour; P-L, 
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of the P-S protocol. In the F-S protocol, the first and 
third PCs showed smaller extrinsic variation than the 
others. Both P-L and F-L protocols improved the levels 
of extrinsic variation through the PCs, but high levels 
of operator*specimen variation were found in PC2 
of the former protocol (Supporting Information, Fig. 
S2), due to a consistent measurement bias on some 
specimens (Fig S1b).
across-taxon dEsign
This design exposed at least three clear patterns 
(Fig. 3). First and most conspicuously, ME variation 
was highest in lizards, followed by flies and then 
leaves (the averages of ME variation weighted by 
morphological variation explained by each PC were 
28.2, 9.8 and 2.6%, respectively). In particular, the 
protocol with greatest ME contributed 57.3, 19.8 and 
7.6% to the total variation, while the protocol with 
smallest ME contributed 15, 11.3% and 1.5% to the 
total variation in lizards, flies and leaves, respectively. 
In other words, a wide range of ME was dependent on 
both taxon and protocol, indicating that some protocols 
are more suitable for some taxa than others.
Second, as we expected, processing time was longest 
in protocols with more points (understanding points 
to be the number of landmarks plus semilandmarks), 
i.e. the processing time for all taxa follows from 
longest to shortest: F-S, P-S, F-L and P-L. Indeed, 
we found a positive correlation between processing 
time and specimen size across protocols (excluding 
the contour protocol for the analysis; Supporting 
Information, Fig. S3).
Third and more interestingly, the contour protocol 
showed an independent pattern of processing time with 
respect to the other protocols. In this sense, contour 
Figure 2. Percentage of variation explained by each factor of extrinsic variation: measurement error (light grey bars) and 
inter-operator error (dark grey bars). Values represent posterior means and the error bars indicate 95% highest posterior 
density intervals. Protocols: P-S, partial-semilandmark; F-S, full-semilandmarks; Cont, contour; P-L, partial-landmark; F-L, 
full-landmark. The percentage of variance explained by each principal component analysed is given on top of the bars. 
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processing time was shorter than for the F-S protocol 
in lizards but longer than for the other protocols in 
flies and leaves. Moreover, the difference between the 
contour and F-S protocols in mean time elapsed for 
each digitized image was 0.48, 1.58 and 4.52 min (but 
2.12, 7.89 and 4.29 of standardized differences) for 
lizards, flies and leaves, respectively.
rElatEd-spEciEs dEsign
All protocols discriminated among species more or less 
clearly (Table 1). In this sense, both semilandmark 
protocols showed very clear differences among species, 
with a slightly better performance in the partial 
protocol. However, the morphological information 
explained by these protocols was redundant 
Figure 3. Percentage of measurement error vs. processing time for each protocol and each taxon. Values and error bars of 
measurement error represent posterior mean and 95% highest posterior density interval, while values and error bars of 
processing time represent mean and standard deviation. Protocols: P-S, partial-semilandmark; F-S, full-semilandmarks; 
Cont, contour; P-L, partial-landmark; F-L, full-landmark. The principal components are represented by a grey shade scale, 
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(Supporting Information, Figs S4, S5), and more time 
was necessary for the full protocol. The landmark 
protocols also showed very clear differences among 
species, but each protocol explained dissimilar 
morphological information (Figs S4, S5). It is critical to 
note that the main differences between species for PC1 
of the F-L protocol were due to changes in the same 
conflictive landmarks that strongly biased the among-
operators design (Fig. S1a). In contrast, among-species 
differences resolved by the contour protocol were 
slightly less clear than with the other methods, and it 
was necessary to look beyond the second PC axis.
DISCUSSION
We analysed several inter-operator error and ME 
factors that could influence the result produced 
in digitizing complex shapes with geometric 
morphometric methods, and also the potential of each 
protocol to discriminate among species. We found 
disturbing levels of extrinsic variation across all 
our analyses, highlighting the need for an in-depth 
inquiry into the repercussions of complex shapes on 
morphometric studies.
In recent years, different factors that affect the 
repeatability of geometric morphometric studies 
have been addressed. Fagertun et al. (2014) reported 
that operator variation (i.e. inter-operator error) was 
associated with particular landmarks (also reported 
by Cummaudo et al., 2013; Campomanes-Álvarez 
et al., 2015; Robinson & Terhune, 2017), and that such 
variation was similar to variation among individuals. 
However, what they called the error term (not the 
ME by model construction) was twice that from 
operator variation, while Robinson & Terhune (2017), 
Fruciano et al. (2017) and Shearer et al. (2017) found 
that the highest variation was attributable to inter-
operator error. In agreement with these last three 
studies, we show that the inter-operator error was 
always greater than ME and that, in most cases, the 
total extrinsic variation was greater than intrinsic 
variation. Moreover, inter-operator error accounted for 
at least 19% of the total variation, and this increased 
to almost 60% in the least-repeatable protocol. A clear 
operational conclusion should be that digitizing on 
original images by one operator rather than utilizing 
datasets collected by multiple operators is preferred 
(Fruciano et al., 2017; Shearer et al., 2017).
Bias could be defined as systematic error. Unlike 
any random error, measurement bias could lead 
to mean differences between groups when there is 
none. However, Fruciano et al. (2017) showed that 
bias accounts for a small proportion of variation, and 
becomes significant when highly variable landmarks 
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measures in two different protocols: F-L and P-L. 
Variation due to these biased measures were captured 
by PC1 (42.5%) and PC2 (16.1%), respectively. 
Curiously, L. choique was differentiated from the other 
species mainly by morphological differences in the two 
conflictive landmarks involved in the measurement 
bias of the F-L protocol. If the operator’s experience 
can influence the degree of measurement bias (Shearer 
et al., 2017), then bias in the F-L protocol could become 
very problematic. More generally, we have shown that 
configurations with a high risk of measurement bias 
could exaggerate the true morphological differences, 
further aggravating the replication crisis.
ME is a widely studied issue in the scientific 
literature and a concern for a large percentage of 
publications (Brakenhoff et al., 2018b). Some authors 
predict that with technological advances, ME would 
probably become a less frequent problem but the large 
amount of data available that has been obtained by 
other researchers could lead to additional sources 
of variation (Ioannidis, 2005; Fruciano et al., 2017; 
Marcy et al., 2018). Our findings indicate that there 
is a relationship between complex shapes and ME. 
With respect to this, we described the lizard head 
morphology as a complex shape because informative 
positions vary among species due to broken or 
missing scales, or different muscle development and/
or colours, which can hinder the digitization process. 
In contrast, morphological positions are very clear in 
fly wings and grape leaves, and this is reflected in 
an ME approximately three and ten times smaller, 
respectively, compared to lizards.
Another key factor in deciding how to digitize 
samples is processing time. Despite the fact that this 
factor was similar for each protocol and taxon, the 
contour protocol showed a distinct pattern: processing 
time was positively correlated with size and the 
‘difficulty’ of digitizing. In this sense, the effect of 
size is expressed in the differentiation between flies 
and lizards, where the contour of the former occupied 
almost the entire image while the contour of the latter 
occupied a part of the image. On the other hand, the 
fly’s wing is a more or less round appendage, and 
clearly distinguishes itself from the innumerable 
grape leaf peaks (Supporting Information, Appendix 
S2). With respect to this, we described the difference 
in the processing time due to difficulties in digitizing.
Geometric morphometrics are a widely used, 
well-accepted and practical set of tools to quantify 
morphological phenotypes (Viscosi, 2015), fluctuating 
asymmetry (Klingenberg, 2015), acoustic signals 
(MacLeod et al., 2013) and useful forensic patterns 
(Kimmerle et al., 2008), among others. Selecting a 
configuration that faithfully represents the shape 
analysed is an obvious but not a trivial notion. Here, we 
studied the potential of each protocol to discriminate 
among complex shapes of different species, and found 
that more landmark points does not necessarily explain 
more shape information. Indeed, the P-S protocol was 
better than the F-S protocol in discriminating among 
species (Table 1). The F-L protocol also differentiates 
species with high performance, albeit detracted by 
measurement bias (Supporting Information, Fig. S1a). 
Although the contour protocol only expressed differences 
in the pineal scale, species discrimination was successful, 
indicating that this method deserves to be studied in 
depth given its high performance here. Nevertheless, 
it is of note that we only used some of the PC axes for 
the models, not accounting for all the morphological 
variation. As a consequence, the components with largest 
variance accounted for similar shape variation, and 
this could be the reason why we observed no particular 
benefit in increasing the number of landmarks. Despite 
this, we found that some protocols performed better 
than others, highlighting that each protocol captured 
morphological changes that are not exactly the same. On 
the other hand, the analytical procedures typically used 
to discriminate among species (so-called ‘best practices’) 
use all morphological information (e.g. multivariate 
discriminant or multivariate tests of different means). 
In this study, the use of only the first two PCs (almost 
50% of the total variation in each protocol) was enough to 
discriminate among species.
Certain recommendations should be noted. First 
and foremost, although several operators may be 
involved either to reduce processing time or because 
of their greater expertise in certain procedures, 
only one person should perform each stage of the 
data collection. The greatest variation we found was 
due to five different operators placing landmarks 
or outlining images. If five different operators 
had photographed specimens, for instance, then 
the extrinsic variation would have been greater 
(see a similar example in Robinson & Terhune, 
2017). Second, bibliographical searches to select 
homologous positions for landmark placement are 
good practice to improve replication. However, some 
landmark configurations from certain publications 
may not be useful because they were developed 
to test other hypotheses, or because character 
homology was not assessed. In this sense, pioneer 
morphometric studies need to be careful and identify 
the most stable landmark configurations to test 
particular hypotheses in pilot tests. Third, geometric 
morphometric researchers should quantify ME and, 
if possible, include it in the model. There are many 
ways to estimate ME in geometric morphometrics 
(Fruciano, 2016), but most of them entail extra effort 
such as multiple digitizations, learning about novel 
methods and good data management. With currently 
implemented geometric morphometric studies, most 
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dataset, rather than worrying about sources of error. 
Fourth, researchers should select a method that has a 
high quality to processing time ratio. Sometimes, long 
processing times can enhance ME (Engelkes et al., 
2019). Fifth, complex shapes do not necessarily need 
more landmarks points. We have shown that there 
are not many differences between the ‘resolution’ 
of partial and full protocols, but the latter require 
considerably more processing time. Sixth, be careful 
(or be Bayesian) when the underlying effect is small 
and sampling error is large, because experiments 
that achieve statistical significance must have 
exaggerated effect sizes (Type M error, exaggerated 
magnitude), and are likely to have the wrong sign 
(Type S error; Gelman & Carlin, 2014).
Overall, our results call on researchers to reflect on 
the implications of their conclusions and what these 
imply, such as in the widespread discourse of scientific 
truth and scientific unity (Dupré, 1995). Moreover, 
this problem could become worse if we combine the 
low reliability of data collection (such as from poorly 
analysed complex shapes), and some of the current 
proclamations about the role of subjectivity in the 
scientist’s tasks, as for example the criticism of 
Garnett & Christidis (2017) on the arbitrariness of 
taxonomy (but see Raposo et al., 2017; Conix, 2019). We 
invite other researchers to repeat this kind of study in 
their disciplines, techniques or taxa to understand the 
depth of the crisis of replication in natural sciences.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher’s web-site:
Appendix S1. Detailed information on each specimen used.
Appendix S2. Landmark and semilandmark placement, and contours outlined on Liolaemus elongatus (Figure 
app 2.1), Drosophila buzzatii (Figure app 2.2), and Vitis riparia (Figure app 2.3).
Appendix S3. Statistical models in JAGS programming language: (1) among-operator design, (2) across-taxon 
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Figure S1. Different shape changes. (a) Changes between the same specimen digitized by different operators 
with the full-landmark protocol. (b) Changes between the same specimen digitized by different operators with 
the partial-landmark protocol. Arrows indicate conflictive landmarks (i.e. those that were erroneously placed by 
some operators).
Figure S2. Posterior mean and high posterior density interval (HPD) of 90% (bold line) and 95% (thin line) for each 
source of variation in the second principal component: sp, specimen; side, side; op, operator; error, measurement 
error. *Interaction between sources of variation. Protocols: P-S, partial-semilandmark; F-S, full-semilandmarks; 
C, contour; P-L, partial-landmark; F-L, full-landmark. Box at the top: percentage of variation explained by the 
second principal component for each protocol.
Figure S3. Correlation between time (in seconds) and size for landmark and semilandmark protocols in each 
taxon. Green: lizards (Liolaemus elongatus); blue: flies (Drosophila buzzatii); red: leaves (Vitis riparia). Continuous 
lines represent the lineal regression whereas dashed lines represent simulated normal envelopes from posterior 
means and standard deviations.
Figure S4. Shape changes across the first principal component of related-species designs for: (a) the partial-
semilandmark protocol, (b) full-semilandmark protocol, (c) full-landmark protocol and (d) partial-landmark 
protocol. The scatter plots of the first two principal components of each design are shown.
Figure S5. Shape changes across the second principal component of related-species design for: (a) the partial-
semilandmark protocol, (b) full-semilandmark protocol, (c) full-landmark protocol and (d) partial-landmark 
protocol.
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